
Chinavasion Disrupts Wholesale 
Smartphone Market With First 
Android 6.0 Phone 

Android 6.0 Smartphone disrupts wholesale phone market as Chinese 

manufactures close the gap with western counterparts in a bit to grow 

market share. 

Chinavasion offers the latest smartphones to a growing consumer base with newly launched 

Android 6.0 Smartphones.  

Ms. Rose Li. PR Manager at Chinavasion, says, "The design and specs of the latest Android 6.0 

phone is impressive. With its metal unibody, 3GB of RAM and an octa-core processor this phone 

offers very competitive features, but perhaps the most incredible aspect is the low cost." 

Chinese Android phones have long offered excellent value for money, commonly bringing high 

end specs as well. The newer Chinese phones are able to rival flagship handsets from big name 

brands, which are common place in western markets. The major benefit of the Chinese branded 

alternatives is that they are often available at less than half the price of well known high street 

branded handsets.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 base and closing the gap with western brands. "As the year progresses we expect to see many 

more phones with even better specs that are capable of serving users from all around the globe", 

advised Mr. Eric Yu, Sourcing Manager at Chinavasion. 

Available in three colors the UMi Touch 

Smartphone retails from as little as $142. This 

phone, from manufacturers UMi, is one of the 

first Chinese smartphones available with 

Android 6.0, it also has a full HD screen, 2.5D 

arc glass and high end specs across the board. 

This could well be the device that marks 

burgeoning Smartphone maker UMi as the 

next rising star to rival already established 

China smartphone heavyweights. 

 The UMi  touch is the latest phone to show 

how Chinese phone manufacturers are 

targeting an ever more discerning consumer  

https://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Phones/


 The main drawback, however, is many of the Chinese branded Smartphone's can be difficult to 

obtain outside of Asia. "Chinavasion's mission of opening up the Chinese market to western 

consumers provides a ready solution. As such we're always searching for new products so as we 

can remain at the forefront of supplying high end Chinese Smart phones and other hi tech 

gadgets at wholesale prices", said Eric Yu. 

China wholesale dropshipping and ecommerce company, Chinavasion, have been supplying 

customers throughout the world, with phones and other China manufactured gadgets for over 

10 years.   

Offering wholesale prices, global express shipping and a 12 month warranty on all products, 

wholesale electronics company, Chinavasion, is making sure its customers can enjoy the latest 

gadgets at wholesale prices no matter where they are based.  

https://www.chinavasion.com/wholesale-dropship.php
https://www.chinavasion.com/

